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VOLUNTARY ANNOUNCEMENT
FURTHER RELEASE OF DISPOSABLE MEDICAL MASKS
SUPPORTING DOMESTIC AND GLOBAL COMBATS
OF THE CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK
The board (the ‘‘Board’’) of directors (the ‘‘Directors’’) of Yestar Healthcare Holdings Company
Limited (the ‘‘Company’’, together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”) is pleased to announce that
following the release of the house brand product “84 Disinfectant” in mid-February 2020, the
Group plans to launch high quality standard disposable medical mask production and sales, in order
to provide more personal protective equipment in domestic and global markets.
While combating coronavirus has resulted in worldwide shortage of disposable medical mask
supply, the high quality standard disposable medical mask production line of the Company will
have its installation and commissioning completed by March 2020, expecting the first production by
late March 2020, with production design capacity up to 3 million pieces per month. Along with the
“84 Disinfectant” launched in mid-February 2020, the product will be distributed to hospitals,
supermarkets and on-offline platforms via the Group’s direct and indirect distribution network
whilst proactively expanding into global market.
The Company maintains solid foundation in research and development, production, management,
system and medical distribution networks and is now developing more healthcare consumables to
help fight the outbreak, so as to serve the diagnostics department of medical-related institutions as
well as the general public.
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